Buick riviera 1996

The Buick Riviera is a personal luxury car that was marketed by Buick from to , with the
exception of the model year. As General Motors ' first entry into the personal luxury car market
segment, the Riviera was highly praised by automotive journalists upon its high-profile debut.
The ground-up design that debuted for was also Buick's first unique Riviera model, and it
pioneered the GM E platform. While the early models stayed close to their original form, eight
subsequent generations varied substantially in size and styling. A total of 1,, Rivieras were
produced. The Riviera name was resurrected for two concept cars that were displayed at auto
shows in and in The name Riviera , Latin for coastline , was chosen to evoke the allure and
affluence of the French Riviera. It first entered the Buick line in , as the designation for the new
two-door pillarless hardtop , described in advertising as "stunningly smart". The Buick
Roadmaster Riviera coupe along with the Cadillac Coupe de Ville and Oldsmobile 98 Holiday
coupe constituted the first mass production use of this body style, which was to become
extremely popular over the next 30 years. Buick added a two-door Riviera hardtop to the Super
the following year, the Special in and the Century upon its return, after a year absence, in From
to the Riviera designation was given to the existing long-wheelbase versions of the four-door
Buick Roadmaster and Super sedans. The â€”52 Buick Super four-door Riviera sedan is still 0.
In , with the move from the Fireball straight-eight to the more compact Nailhead V8 engine, the
Roadmaster and Super four-door Riviera sedans became the same length. In the middle of the
model year, Buick and Oldsmobile introduced the world's first mass-produced four-door
hardtops, with Buick offering it only on the Century and Special models, and the Riviera
designation was also applied to these body styles. Four-door Riviera hardtops were added to
the Roadmaster and Super lines at the beginning of the following model year. However, since it
was a body style designation and not a model, the Riviera name does not usually appear on the
car. In , Buick became much more selective in applying the Riviera name. From then until it only
was used to denote a premium trimmed six-window hardtop style which it initially shared
exclusively with Cadillac the Oldsmobile 98 would receive it in and was available only on the
Electra The last usage of the term Riviera to describe a luxury trim level was , as the formal
designation of the Electra Riviera four-door hardtop, the same year the E-body model two-door
hardtop coupe Riviera made its debut. In the late s, GM lacked a personal luxury car to compete
with the highly successful Ford Thunderbird â€”a uniquely styled, two-door that had
dramatically increased in popularity when expanded from a two-seater to a four-passenger car.
Its angular look was reportedly inspired by GM styling chief Bill Mitchell 's visit to London
during the period, when he was struck by the sight of a custom-bodied Rolls Royce. He later
said that "knife-edged" styling was what he wanted for the new model, but with a lower profile.
The design itself was penned by stylist Ned Nickles. When Cadillac passed on the venture in the
project was thrown open for competition by the other GM Divisions. Buick, desperate to revive
its flagging sales, won the competition by enlisting the aid of the McCann-Erickson advertising
agency to create its presentation. It was again introduced as a concept car in called the Buick
Riviera Silver Arrow. The production Riviera was introduced on October 4, , as a model, its
distinctive bodyshell was unique to the marque, unusual for a GM product. The design was
substantially the same as the original, less expensively hidden headlights concealed in the
fender grilles. There was no trace of the " Sweepspear " used on beltlines of earlier Buicks with
the Riviera package,. It rode a cruciform frame similar to the standard Buick frame, but shorter
and narrower, with a 2. Power steering was standard equipment, with an overall steering ratio of
The Riviera's suspension used Buick's standard design, with double wishbones in the front and
a live axle located by trailing arms and a lateral track bar in the rear, but the roll centers were
lowered to reduce body lean. Although its coil springs were actually slightly softer than other
Buicks, the Riviera's lighter weight made its ride somewhat firmer. While still biased towards
understeer , contemporary testers considered it one of the most driveable American cars, with
an excellent balance of comfort and agility. Total production was deliberately limited to 40,
vehicles in a year that Buick sold , units overall to emphasize the Riviera's exclusivity and to
increase demand; only 2, were delivered with the delayed availability larger engine in the model
year. Fuel economy was a Front leg room was Inside, the Riviera featured a luxurious four-place
cabin with front bucket seats and bucket-style seats in the rear. A center console with floor
shifter and storage compartment built into the instrument panel divided the front. Upholstery
choices included all-vinyl, cloth and vinyl, or optional leather. A deluxe interior option included
real walnut inserts on the doors and below the rear side windows. Extra-cost options included a
tilt steering wheel, power windows, power driver's seat, air conditioning, a remote-controlled
side-view mirror, and white sidewall tires. Minimal trim and mechanical changes were made for ,
with the most identifiable distinguishing features being a raised stylized "R" hood emblem and
"R" emblems replacing the Buick crests in the taillight lenses. The interior is distinguished by
moving the heater controls from controls under the dashboard eyebrow to slide controls in the

forward fairing of the center console. Leather was dropped as an option, and the Dynaflow
-based twin-turbine transmission was replaced by a new three-speed Super Turbine It used a
two-speed "D" and 'L" selector, but could automatically downshift from third to second until the
car reached a suitable speed to downshift to first. This was the first year of the stylized "R"
emblem, a trademark that would continue throughout the remainder of Riviera's year production
run. The Super Turbine transmission retained its variable pitch torque converter, but was fitted
with a three-speed gear selector. The stock dual exhaust pipes were increased from 2.
Externally, the headlamps, now vertically arranged, were hidden behind clamshell doors in the
leading edges of each fender, as had been in the original design. The non-functional side
scoops between the doors and rear wheel arches were removed, and the taillights moved from
the body into the rear bumper. Total sales for the â€” model years was a respectable , The
Riviera was extremely well received from all quarters and considered a great success, giving
the Thunderbird its first real competition as America's preeminent personal luxury car. It has
since earned Milestone status from the Milestone Car Society. Jaguar founder and designer Sir
William Lyons remarked that Mitchell had done "a very wonderful job," and Sergio Pininfarina
declared it "one of the most beautiful American cars ever built; it has marked a very impressive
return to simplicity of American car design. The Riviera was redesigned for the model year. Vent
windows, a feature GM had introduced in the s, were absent. Headlamps remained concealed,
but now pivoted behind the grille when not in use, and they were once again horizontally
arranged. The car's added bulk slowed acceleration with the unchanged engine. The Gran Sport
package remained available as an option. The new front-wheel drive Oldsmobile Toronado
shared the Riviera platform, and, a year later, the also front-wheel drive Cadillac Eldorado ;
however, the Riviera itself retained the rear-wheel drive layout. Inside, the four-place cabin with
front and rear bucket seats and center console were replaced by a choice of bucket seats or
conventional bench seats as standard equipment, making the Riviera a full six-passenger car
for the first time. Optionally available was a Strato-bench seat with armrest or Strato bucket
seats with either a short consolette or a full-length operating console with a "horseshoe"
shaped floor shifter and storage compartment. Both the buckets and Strato-bench seat were
available with a reclining seat option for the passenger's side. Sales for rebounded to 45,, a new
record. Gasoline mileage improved slightly, but remained low. Powerful disc brakes with Bendix
four-piston calipers became optional for the front wheels but most Riviera continued to be
ordered with Buick's highly capable ribbed aluminum brake drums. Cosmetically, changes were
few and were limited to the addition of a wide, full-width, center-mounted horizontal chrome
grille bar that stretched over the headlight doors and outboard parking lights. Sales eased to 42,
for the model year. The Riviera had full instrumentation. The Rivieras complied on all counts
and featured the full range of safety features. Hidden wiper arms made their debut. Federally
mandated side marker lights appeared, as inverted trapezoids on the lower leading edges of the
front fenders, and circular in the rear. The interior was restyled and for the first time shared its
instrument panel with the other full-size Buick models. Shoulder belts for front outboard
occupants were made standard on all cars built from January 1, Mechanically, the transmission
lost its variable pitch torque converter. A tilt steering wheel was standard. Minor styling
changes took place again in , with grilles gaining a pattern of finely spaced, slim vertical bars
overlaid by two wider horizontal bars, which jutted forward at their inboard edges. Front marker
lights became far shorter and square. Inside, front outboard passengers received new
headrests. The ignition switch was moved from the instrument panel to the steering column and
locked the steering wheel and selector lever when the key was removed a security feature that
became mandatory for the model year. Chrome side trim was revised, as well. At the rear, the
reverse lights moved from the rear bumper to new three-section tail-light lenses. Sales for
improved again, to 52, The Riviera was restyled. Exposed quad headlamps were nearly
flush-mounted, while the new front bumper wrapped around and over the new vertical bar grille,
set between the headlamp pods. A newly optional side trim feature accented the large coupe's
flowing lines. Skirted rear wheels became standard, with exposed wheels an option. Despite the
fact that sales dropped to 37,, the second-generation Riviera proved more successful than the
first, with , units sold over five the years. The Riviera was radically redesigned for the model
year with flowing and dramatic "boat-tail" styling. The design was originally intended for the
smaller GM A platform or its related GM G platform as shown by subsequently shared final full
scale clay model of the A platform based boat tail Riviera. Collectible Automobile ran an article
about â€”76 full-sized Buicks in which one sketch design for their 2-door coupes which was
rejected resembled the â€”73 Riviera. This generation introduced a much more visual
representation of the " sweepspear ", with a more faithful representation to the version that
appeared on s Buicks in both the side molding and beltline. Performance remained reasonably
brisk, with a 0â€”60 time of 8. One noteworthy advance was Buick's Max Trac limited-slip

differential. Despite these features, Riviera sales for dropped to 33,, [8] : the lowest to date.
Sales remained moribund at 33, The models featured a redesigned ventilation system and the
louvers were removed from trunk lid. The "Gran Sport" package was still available as a separate
option package consisting of a ride-and-handling package that included a rear stabilizer bar, JR
whitewall steel-belted radial tires, a specially tuned "radial roadability" suspension, additional
sound insulation and special "Gran Sport" badging. Sluggish sales of the third generation
Riviera led GM to believe that the boattail deck lid was too radical for most customers' tastes,
so in it was blunted and made slightly shorter. The design change however only led to a
marginal increase in sales, with 34, being produced for the model year. Although carrying over
the same platform, mechanicals, and some body panels seen on the "Third Generation" Riviera,
Buick replaced its distinctive 'boat tail' roofline with a more conventional-looking "Colonnade"
treatment which was more in line with its LeSabre and Electra brethren than its front-wheel
drive cousins. This turned the car from a hardtop coupe into a pillared coupe , as it featured
wide B pillars and fixed quarter opera windows. A landau half-vinyl roof option was available.
The car did retain its forward-jutting grille, albeit in slightly modified form. Thus modified, the
car looked far less distinctive than its predecessors, and even its platform mates, the
Oldsmobile Toronado and Cadillac Eldorado. Max Trac was dropped from the option list after
due to lack of buyer interest. The revised styling did nothing for sales, which plummeted to 20,
in This generation introduced as a novelty what later became a federal mandate in a modified
form, two high-mounted taillights above the trunk and below the rear window, which was shared
on its platform twin the Toronado. For , the Riviera received an updated front fascia, which lost
its forward-jutting theme through the redesign of the fiberglass front end cap. Quad rectangular
headlights were mounted horizontally. The new vertical-bar grille echoed the "stand-up" theme
that many GM cars of the day incorporated. Parking lights wrapped around the fender sides.
The Stage One performance package was dropped for , though the Gran Sport handling
package would continue to be offered. Sales for were 17, Minor changes greeted models, the
most notable of which was a new crosshatch grille insert. Sales rallied slightly to 20, for Buick
downsized the Riviera for onto the new smaller GM B platform. While the other E-bodies were
front wheel drive since for Cadillac's Eldorado , the Buick E platform used a rear-wheel-drive
B-body undercarriage along with the cruciform frame of pre GMs for the â€”70 generation. It
was, in most respects, a Buick LeSabre coupe with unique styling with quarter windows
mimicking the â€”78 Cadillac Eldorado. Unlike its LeSabre counterpart, the front fascia is
vertical as opposed to slanted. It was reduced to a wheelbase of Sales were up modestly to 26,
for and then fell to 20, for , [24] although this was strictly a stopgap model until the all-new
E-body cars would be ready for To date, and Rivieras are considered a rare find since it was
only produced for two model years on the downsized GM B platform before the redesign on the
FWD E-platform there are two reasons why the B-platform was usedâ€”the existing B-platform
was phased out for the downsized variant where RWD E-platform vehicles were produced on
the B-chassis. Also, with Buick dropping its V8 after , continuing the '77â€”78 Riviera on the old
E-body platform would have forced Buick to either downsize its engine compartment to their V8,
which was too small and underpowered for a 5,pound carâ€”or "import" larger engines from
other GM divisions including s from Chevrolet and Pontiac, Oldsmobile's or Cadillac's â€”each
of which would have limited sales and production as each division gave first priority to its own
vehicles before selling engines to other divisions. For , a special "LXXV" edition was released to
commemorate Buick's 75th anniversary on the market. The model year was the debut of the first
front wheel drive Riviera, which was also the first front-drive production model in Buick history.
Sales more than doubled, to 52, for and 48, for the similar models. The Riviera convertible was
available in only two color choices-white or red firemist with the only interior color of red
leather. In a special edition of "Riviera XX" were offered, celebrating twenty years since the
introduction of the first Riviera were built in the end. These have a special two-tone paintjob,
real wire wheels, a leather and walnut interior, and karat gold plated "Riviera XX" badging. It
used the Turbo- Hydramatic T4 automatic with a 2. The CRT controlled the vehicle's climate
control system and stereo, and also supplied advanced instrumentation such as a trip computer
and maintenance reminder feature. Four-wheel disc brakes were standard. With a choice of
three suspension packages available, up to the performance oriented FE3 setting, handling was
notably improved. This generation saw the installation of Dynaride, which was an air
compressor that would pressurize the rear Chapman Struts to maintain a level overall ride
height. A badge was installed on the dashboard to the left of the steering column on all vehicles
equipped. It was not available on vehicles equipped with Gran Touring Suspension. The smaller
exterior dimensions and lack of a V8 led to sales plummeting to 22, for , 15, for , and only 8, for
Sales improved to 21, for , but dropped to a low of 4, for , the abbreviated final model year of
this generation. After a hiatus in , the Riviera returned in with radical styling that departed from

the previous generations' traditional image. The first of 41, Rivieras made in rolled off the
assembly line on May 23, GM's OnStar service was added as an option, along with minor
interior design changes. With sales of all coupes declining in the North American market, GM
decided to discontinue the Riviera. The final cars had special silver paint and trim, and were
denoted "Silver Arrow" [28] models, a designation which hearkened back to several Silver
Arrow show cars that had been built off Riviera bodies by Bill Mitchell. Eighth-generation
Rivieras received the most powerful V-6 Buick engine since the Grand Nationals of the s. The
design was inspired by classic Buicks, ancient Chinese artifacts, and modern electronic icons.
It has gull-wing doors and a plug-in electric driveline as well as four wheel steering ,
electromagnetically controlled suspension with air springs, built in 4G LTE connection,
transparent A pillar and wireless charging. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the film,
see Buick Riviera film. Motor vehicle. Car Design News. Retrieved 23 February Automobile
Brands of the Past. Retrieved 12 November Retrieved Riviera Owners Association. Muscle Car
Club. Archived from the original on American City Business Journals. Buick vehicles.
Established in , a division of General Motors since GL6 GL8. Category Commons. Hidden
categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Twin Turbine automatic transmission
3-speed ST automatic. Cadillac Eldorado Oldsmobile Toronado. Jerry Hirshberg under Bill
Mitchell. Longitudinal front-engine, front-wheel drive. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel
drive. Lake Orion, Michigan , U. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Buick Riviera.
Full-size station wagon. Park Avenue. Roadmaster Estate. Subcompact crossover. Compact
crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size crossover. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Disappointed by the price,it is listed as 35, as shown but then
they showed the sticker price as 42,,then as the process started it was 45, The challenger its
self was beautiful. The young lady was great on phone and followed up questions but dealer
ship raises price of truck as more people liked it. Car was not like the photo car not clean, looks
like car was under a tree and open for many months and is dealer with a good name take care of
name is important. Great car! This dealership is very professional and ver fast to reply to my
inquiry. Thank you. They respinded quickly which i appreciated. Read the report on the car. Had
damage so i passed. Friendly, considerct of my financial situation. Thank you for
understanding. From your friend. Would not respond when they did changed story on vehicle
several times then said they were selling it on consignment for an individual then raised the
price then lastly said they vehicle was unavailable because of mechanical issues and was not
for sale but is still now listed on the site for sale very poor business practices. Sold the car i had
a deposit on. Atleast he gave me the deposit back a week later Charlie was exceptional! He
stayed late so I could drive from 2 hours away to purchase my new car. The car is beautiful and
runs well. Thank you Charlie. My dealings in my transactions have been very pleasant and
professional. Kodos to Greg for making this experience very smooth. He's been a man of his
word and extremely helpful. I found the perfect truck for me, but most of all the prefect
connection for the right deal. Thanks to the Shaker Valley organization. They did respond
quickly - Saw the vehicle over the weekend while they were closed - Just not the vehicle for me.
Got immediate response to my request for more info and pics. I have not made a decision on
any purchase yet. Contacted sales person. Asked about the damage on Carfax. Instead he hung
up on me. Affable and honest. No pressure, even though I didn't like the car. Nice people. Would
go back. Upon arriving to the multiple garage bays , as I was walking in a different bay informed
me the family had came down with covid. I had my mask on but when the salesman came out he
did not. I immediately left. Hani is a wonderful man to work with. He gives you all the
information you need to make a purchase. His prices are really good, not to mention he can find
vehicles that most dealers will not have. He is a car enthusiast and has been around cars for
quite some time. Everything is going very well. Hani is great to work with and very informative
and responds really quick. We should have the paperwork work done this week. I have a Son
and i will definitely be bringing him here to A-1 Auto Broker to purchase a car. Great Service,
Great Car , and Fast. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi

50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Buick Riviera listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Private Seller: Barb. Huron, OH Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private
Seller: Steve. Holt, MI Message Seller. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? After decades
of mediocre personal luxury coupes from Buick, brought a stunning Riviera that returned the
car to its performance roots, when equipped with the optional supercharged V6. Photos do not
convey the elegance and beauty of this design. It looks best in dark shades, and from just about
every angle, the new Riviera's sheetmetal is intriguing. The stark interior is thankfully devoid of
digital wizardry, sporting simple round gauges and a slightly retro look. Real wood inserts on
the instrument panel and console soften the interior mood for A supercharged version of that
motor, which comes standard with bigger wheels and tires, stretches the Riviera's performance
envelope a bit, getting the big Riv to 60 mph in about eight seconds. Antilock brakes and dual
airbags are standard, and traction control is one of the few options available. For , Buick ups
the ante with its personal luxury coupe by offering a new Personal Choice feature on the remote
keyless entry fob. Two drivers may personalize a variety of convenience items to their own
tastes, including the door lock system, perimeter lighting, driver's seat and mirror settings.
Battery rundown protection is new on Riviera this year, as are long life coolant and spark plugs,
which make the Riviera even easier to own. Other changes include revised climate and radio
controls, and optional chrome wheels. While this big Buick won't woo buyers who favor smaller,
more sporting cars like the BMW 3-Series, the Riviera is a fine American luxury coupe with more
than a hint of Euro flavor. Available styles include Supercharged 2dr Coupe, and 2dr Coupe.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Buick Riviera. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Buick lease specials Check out Buick Riviera lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
Series II supercharged engine gives top-of-the-line Riv horsepower. There are new colors inside
and out, real wood on the dash and revised climate and radio controls. Chrome wheels are
optional. Read more. Write a review See all 36 reviews. Never had a better vehicle. I puchased
my Riviera in and still own it today. I stopped driving it full time in It currently has , on the
odometer. It had 39, miles on it at purchase I averaged about 19, miles a year when using it as
an everyday driver. I couldn't see trading or selling this car for the "book value" when it is still
in fantastic mechanical and cosmetic shape. I now take to car shows and believe it or not a lot
of people don't even recognize the car as a GM or Buick. They haven't made the Riviera since so
there just isn't that many left driving around. I have trophyed in numerous shows and will
probably never get rid of this car. Read less. It has been sitting for three years due to driver's
sudden death. It was a very sad story. It started right up and ran great! No knocks but it had a
great big brake line leak. I drove it the 20 miles home with no brakes! It was a comfortable ride
and man the power was awesome! The buttery leather seats and carpet and still like new! It is
like riding the the space shuttle cockpit! Tires and brakes were just replaced! Engine and tranny
are superb! I have it at the shop now to replace the brake lines and I am looking for a hood and
fender as it hit a deer just before it was parked. Have put 45, miles on it in 19 months. Has every
option. Gets Has great acceleration and is quiet inside. Work needed at purchase: slow leak in
tire, tiny oil cooler line leak caused by sitting and which went away first week I had it , cd player
ocassionally skips. Done so far: top off supercharger oil once, 2 new tires, air filter, Broken
since I bought it:absolutely nothing. Still has orig. I drive 47 miles each way to work, and it
smooths the road and quiets the trucks I pass. Bought My Dream Riviera New in I drove my
Buick Riviera out of the showroom and could drive it back there today to sell as a new car, it
still looks that fantastic! I've taken excellent care of this car and it's only been the dealership for
all maintenance. It was my daily driver for 10 years with , km 70, miles now. Only had 2
problems: 1. Otherwise, the car has been a dream and it still turns a lot of heads! See all 36
reviews of the Used Buick Riviera. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Riviera. Sign Up.
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